A new tool for the management of infection in patients with febrile neutropenia.
We describe a novel analytical technique for determining instantaneous trends in body temperature data, which may assist clinicians in optimizing antimicrobial therapy in patients with febrile neutropenia. The paper presents a new algorithm, based on a modified second backward difference (M2BD) matrix filter for monitoring temperature response to anti-microbial chemotherapies in neutropenic patients and develops techniques for extracting accurate, instantaneous trend data from clinical time series data. Such an algorithm is needed because it is difficult to assess patient wellbeing in those who are neutropenic. Temperature data, a key indicator of response to antimicrobial therapy, are typically very noisy, with many fluctuations, making it very difficult to identify underlying trends in real time. Clinicians are therefore forced to make important decisions concerning drug therapy on imperfect data. In order to determine the underlying temperature trend, analysis of synthetic time series data (with a known underlying trend) was undertaken using both the CUSUM technique and the M2BD matrix filter. The CUSUM analysis was undertaken using four reference temperatures, 37.5 degrees C, 38.0 degrees C, 38.5 degrees C and 39.0 degrees C. A validation study was also undertaken using four sets of noisy synthetic temperature data to evaluate the performance of the M2BD filter. The M2BD filter was then used to analyse anonymized serial temperature data from a neutropenic patient undergoing chemotherapy. For all four reference temperatures the CUSUM analysis failed to predict the underlying temperature trend. By comparison, the M2BD filter extracted, in real time, the underlying temperature trend with great accuracy and no time lag. In the validation study, the M2BD filter accurately extracted the underlying temperature trend for all four of the synthetic datasets. With regard to the anonymized patient data, the M2BD filter again performed well, accurately determining the underlying trend. The study demonstrated that the M2BD filter is capable of instantaneously extracting underlying trends from clinical time series data. This finding suggests that this algorithm has great potential as a tool for assisting clinicians in the management of patients with febrile neutropenia.